L'Association Ait Souden pour le Développement durable et la Culture organise, à l'occasion de la Journée Mondiale de l'Art et de la Danse, en partenariat avec :

Le Conseil National Français des Arts Plastiques (CNFAP) et l'Association Internationale des Arts Plastiques (AIAP), qui est le partenaire officiel de l'UNESCO et une journée de l'Art à Ait Souden sur le thème :

"QUAND LEONARD DE VINCI EXPLIQUE SES INVENTIONS AUX ENFANTS DES AIT SADDEN, ET QUELQU'ELS LES RAPPROCHE ?"

Le Samedi 18 Avril 2015 à l'Ecole de Ras Tabouda.
On April 2015 was decided the celebration of the « World Art Day » in the Aït Sadden Region, Middle Atlas, near Fes, with a program rich of various initiatives, visual art workshop among them.

The schools of the Region decided to gather primary and high schools classes in order to allow valid and no valid pupils to discover the richnesses of the artistic Patrimony.

The CNFAP, the French Council for Visual Arts, the AIAP IAA French Committee (International Association of Arts, created in 1954 in tight collaboration with UNESCO: AIAP IAA is an Official Partner of UNESCO) is at the origin of this manifestation.

Thanks to the collaboration of Fatema Binet Ouakka, a visual artist, the CNFAP member in charge of the international relations who was asked to represent the NGO, and thanks to the Association Aït Sadden, its Président Mr Omar El Widadi and Mr Lahcen Amameur, this ‘premiere’ in Morocco – and more particularly in the rural world – could take place.

The artist supervised the pupils of the Aït Sadden Region by proposing the item “When Leonardo explains its discoveries to the Aït Sadden children”, and spoke about the ‘Gioconda’ she asked them to draw.

This day was a unique opportunity for the pupils of the Region to have their visual art talents open up.

Before the participation certificates were given, a presentation of Amazigh dances was made by the pupils, and this day was closed with a ‘bandir ahiddous’ rhythmmed parade.

Fatema Binet Ouakka, the CNFAP, and AIAP IAA very warmly thank the Caïd, the Delegation of the National Education, Ministry and Professional Training from Sefrou, the Directors Abdelkader Rimili and all the teachers of the Ras Tabouda School, the Directors of all the schools of Bir Tamtam and of Ait Sadden. And, of course, all the Association organizers members.